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SIERRA CIRCULATION 
Holds Troubleshooting Guide 

 

Patrons allowed to place a hold when it should be denied OR patrons sometimes not allowed to place 
a hold when it should be permitted 
 
Cause: Library staff made changes to circulation parameters or system options that affect requesting 
without restarting automatic request processing. 
Resolution: Submit the Restart Automatic Request Processing service commitment. For more 
information, see the resource Restart Automatic Request Processing. 
 
Cause: Someone edited the request rule file. 
Resolution: View your request rule file to see the existing limits on holds placed in the OPAC. Adjust if 
necessary. 
 
Patron-placed holds do not appear on patron record 
 
Cause: You made changes to a table which requires a restart to Automatic Request Processing and did 
not ask Innovative to restart. 
 
Resolution: Submit the Restart Automatic Request Processing service commitment. For more 
information, see the resource Restart Automatic Request Processing. 
 
An item was recalled, but the library does not permit recalls. 
 
Cause: If a hold is placed on an overdue item, staff will see a prompt to recall items, even if the loan rule 
does not permit recalls on items that are not overdue. If a patron places a hold on an overdue item, a 
recall will always be generated. See Recalling an Item. 
Resolution: No resolution required. 
 
A hold was placed today but does not display in View Holds mode. 
 
Cause: View Holds mode is populated once every twenty-four hours by an overnight process. Holds 
placed today will appear the next day. 
Resolution: No resolution required. 
 
Different ways of viewing items on the holdshelf results in displays with different numbers of items. 

https://iii.rightanswers.com/portal/app/portlets/results/viewsolution.jsp?solutionid=151215151753475&page=1&position=10
https://iii-itlc.s3.amazonaws.com/LibGuides/LibGuides+Articles+and+Docs/Sierra/Circulation/Articles/CIR+Sierra+HTG+Restart+Automatic+Request+20220301.pdf
https://iii.rightanswers.com/portal/app/portlets/results/viewsolution.jsp?solutionid=151215151753475&page=1&position=10
https://iii-itlc.s3.amazonaws.com/LibGuides/LibGuides+Articles+and+Docs/Sierra/Circulation/Articles/CIR+Sierra+HTG+Restart+Automatic+Request+20220301.pdf
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sgcir/sgcir_recall_recallitem.html
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Cause: If your library is not clearing holdshelf regularly for all locations, the Management Information 
count of items on the holdshelf will not match the View Outstanding Holds count of items on the 
holdshelf. 
Resolution: Clear the holdshelf regularly. See Clearing Defunct Holds. 
 
Cause: Sierra updates the numbers in the table of outstanding holds during its nightly maintenance. 
When the number of holds or items change, the reports display the updated amounts the following day. 
Resolution: No resolution required. 
 
Holds disappear from the View Outstanding Holds report 
 
Cause: The hold was canceled, either by the patron or by a staff member. 
Resolution: No resolution required. 
 
Hold did not trigger 
 
Cause: Check for each of the following possible causes: 
• The Not Needed After date has passed. 
• The Not Needed Before date has not occurred yet. 
• At libraries allowing patrons to freeze holds, the hold is frozen. A frozen hold displays in Millennium 

Circulation as having a not needed before date that is exactly 255 days after the date the hold was 
placed (even if this date is in the past). 

• A hold is not triggered by the particular item because the item is not holdable by the patron under 
the loan rule. This can happen when the patron places a bibliographic hold on a title which has some 
items that are holdable to the patron and some that are not. The patron's hold will remain until an 
item holdable to that patron is checked in. 

• A staff person set the "limit to location" value when placing a title level hold and the item checked in 
lacks this location code. 

• The hold was cancelled. 
• At a library using Held Item Delivery, a hold has been requested for delivery (rather than pickup) and 

the "Shippable" element is set to 'N' in the loan rule that applies to the item being checked in and 
the patron with the hold, preventing that item from filling the hold. 

• The loan rule for the item and patron has “Home Pickup” set to ‘Y’, and the item’s owning location 
does not match the hold’s pickup location. 

• The Skip Hold Check feature is configured for the item’s location or item type. 
Resolution: If any of the above are true, then no resolution required. 
 
Hold triggered by non-holdable item 
 
Cause: The loan rule in question is actually holdable by the patron. The system uses the item's location 
and ITYPE and the holding patron's patron type to determine which loan rule to use in determining 
holdability. 
Resolution: Check the loan rule in question. 
 

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sadmin/sadmin_admin_corner_statuscirc.html
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sadmin/sadmin_admin_corner_statuscirc.html
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sgcir/sgcir_holds_outstandingholds.html
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sgcir/sgcir_holds_clearexpholds.html
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Cause: A staff member placed the hold. Request rules are not consulted during check in. A staff member 
can place a hold on behalf of a patron even when a request rule would block the hold if it were placed 
from the WebPAC. If the hold is bibliographic-level and the loan rule used is not a non-holdable one, the 
system fills the hold when the item is checked in. 
Resolution: No resolution required. 
 
Cause: A staff member placed an item-level hold for an item that is not holdable to the patron 
(overriding the system warning at that time). The hold will trigger at check in. 
Resolution: No resolution required. 
 
An item comes off the holdshelf unexpectedly early 
 
Cause: The patron cancelled the hold. 
Resolution: No resolution required; however, staff members can view cancelled holds to confirm that 
the patron cancelled the hold. 
 
Cause: The applicable loan rule's Time To Pickup element is set to 0. 
Resolution: Insert a number of days in the Time To Pickup element. 
 
Cause: In a very small number of cases, the item will not obey the Time-to-Pick up parameter set in the 
loan rule. This happens when the pickup location chosen by staff is not valid because the location is not 
part of a location served or is not included in the Hold Pickup Locations table entry for the branch or 
department to which it belongs. 
Resolution: You should cancel the hold and re-enter it with a valid pickup location. 
 
An item comes off the holdshelf unexpectedly late 
 
Cause: The system does not include days the library is closed in the days spent on the holdshelf. If the 
pickup location is closed one or more days during the number of days specified by the time to pickup 
element of the loan rule, the system will add that number of extra days to the time the item is on the 
holdshelf. 
Resolution: No resolution required. 
 
An item appears on the clear holdshelf report but goes back on the holdshelf for the same patron 
 
Cause: Staff viewed defunct holds in Clear Holdshelf mode to print a list of holds to be removed from 
the holdshelf but did not clear the holdshelf. 
 
Resolution: Clear the defunct holds, which removes them from the associated patron and item records 
and moves each hold to the next patron in the hold queue, if there is one. For more information, see 
Viewing Defunct Holds and Clearing Defunct Holds. 
 
Item displays as "Ready for Pickup" but is in transit 
 
Cause: Staff checked in an item and put it on the holdshelf for this patron, but the item was 
subsequently checked in again and put in transit. While the item is now in transit, the patron record will 

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sgcir/sgcir_holds_viewexpholds.html
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sgcir/sgcir_holds_clearexpholds.html
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display the hold as "Ready for Pickup". One way in which this can occur is via a staff member's checking 
in the item with a login whose location served does not include the pickup location where the item is 
currently on holdshelf. 
Resolution: Staff can wait for the hold to arrive back at the pickup location and be checked in and placed 
on the holdshelf again. The patron will not receive another pickup notice. Or staff can cancel and re-
place the hold, moving it to the top of the queue. The new hold will be activated when an item is 
checked in to fill it, and the patron will receive a pickup notice. 
 
A checked-out item appears on an item paging slip or item paging list. 
 
Cause: The hold was placed and paged while the item was available, and staff later checked the item out 
to another patron. Checkout under these circumstances requires an override, which will appear in List 
Circulation Overrides. 
Resolution: No resolution required. 
 
A hold for a specific item appears repeatedly for a patron 
 
Cause: The patron has bookmarked a URL that includes form submission information generated the first 
time the patron placed a hold for the specific item. Many patrons use third-party password 
management and form-filling products to store URLs, login and password information for online 
accounts. If the stored URL contains the information generated when first placing the hold, the system 
will attempt to replace the hold each time the URL is used. 
Resolution: Delete the bookmark from browser bookmarks and from any third party password 
management and form filling product. Clear the browser's cache. Clear cookies. Clear active logins. 
 
A title appears multiple times on a title paging list although the library has only one or two copies that 
can fill a hold 
 
Cause: The title in question has multiple holds. 
Resolution: No resolution required. The behavior is expected. When there are multiple holds for a title, 
the system will generate a page for the title for each hold, regardless of the number of available items. 
 
 
This publication is supplied for the exclusive use of customers of Innovative Interfaces with the 
understanding that it shall not be shown or distributed to anyone outside of the customer's organization 
without the prior written permission of Innovative Interfaces. This publication may be copied only if the 
copies are for the exclusive use of staff members of libraries that have purchased the Innovative system. 
 
© 2022, Innovative Interfaces, Inc. 
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